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UMass NASA World Wind Europa Challenge Team Includes Kharel,
Schweik
UMass Amherst was among the finalists in an international competition
sponsored by NASA for projects that make use of NASA’s open source
software and support future “smart cities”—and MPPA/MBA student Palista
Kharel ’18 helped make it happen!  The project, which focused on building an
inexpensive, open source air quality monitor that was piloted in Springfield,
MA, and Kathmandu, Nepal, was led by SPP Interim Director Charlie Schweik
along with Rick Peltier (public health) and collaborators from Amherst and
Smith colleges. Other UMass students were also involved, including Ph.D. candidate Filimon Kiros
(public health) and undergrads Ben Lazan (computer science), Jack Mulcahy (communications),
and Dominic Savoie (mechanical engineering)—all funded through the Center for Agriculture, Food
and the Environment’s Undergraduate Summer Scholars Program.  Kharel created the website
for the project while completing her summer internship as a Keel Fellow. More about the project is
also available through this video and on the SPP website.

SPP Welcomes Largest Class in 18-Year History
This year’s MPPA and MPP programs collectively enrolled 35 new students—
the largest class since 1998, when the public policy program at UMass
Amherst opened its doors. Combined with other full- and part-time
matriculants, the SPP community currently includes almost 70 student
members. Students in this year’s class hail from distances as far away as
Brazil, China, the Congo, Ghana and Mexico, and represent alumni of such
institutions as Amherst College, Cornell University, Earlham, Eckerd,

Hampshire, Smith, Swarthmore, Williams, and—of course—UMass. Students interested in
admission for the fall of 2017 should visit SPP’s application page.

Alumna Keel (BS '88, MPA '92) Offers New Challenge: Support for SPP
Internships
Kristen Keel (’88, ’92) has once again generously agreed to match
contributions for student support at the School of Public Policy. For every
dollar donated up to $10,000 to support summer internships, Ms. Keel will
donate another dollar!  To learn more about this year’s Keel Challenge, and to
donate, please visit the SPP Minute Fund site. And whether you can donate
or not, be sure to watch this video about SPP summer internships on SPP’s
YouTube Channel!

SPP is Hiring!
SPP is searching for an assistant or associate professor in cybersecurity and
public policy to begin in Fall 2017. The successful candidate will hold a joint
position with his or her tenure home in a department within the College of
Social and Behavioral Sciences. Areas of specialization related to
cybersecurity include privacy, security, surveillance, data science, data
analytics, and computational social science. Areas of specialization related to
public policy include, but are not limited to, domestic or international policy,
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Internet policy, regulation, ethics or related policy domains. Priority application deadline is 
November 1. Additional information and application instructions are available at the UMass 
Interview Exchange.

SPP Co-Sponsors Amherst Survival Center Event Featuring Congressman
Jim McGovern
The UMass School of Public Policy is pleased to be a co-sponsor for “Fighting
Hunger in Our Kitchens and Our Congress,” organized by the Amherst
Survival Center and also co-sponsored by the Food Bank of Western
Massachusetts. The event, which takes place on Oct. 26 from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
at the Amherst Survival Center (138 Sunderland Road), will feature Leanne
Brown, author of Good and Cheap: Eat Well on $4/Day; U.S. Representative
Jim McGovern, a recipient of the James Beard Foundation Leadership award
for his work in Congress to end hunger; and radio host Monte Belmonte, who annually leads an 
anti-hunger march through the Pioneer Valley. The event is free and open to the public; donations 
of canned food and personal care items are welcome. Additional information is available on the 
SPP website.

Bushouse Elected to ARNOVA Governing Board
Brenda Bushouse (political science and public policy) was elected this past
summer to the ARNOVA Board of Directors, which guides the activities of one
of the top associations in the world for those conducting research on
nonprofits, philanthropy and volunteerism. Bushouse joins six other board
members, including from such institutions as the University of Amsterdam and
the Urban Institute. Additional information about Bushouse and her ARNOVA
service is available here.

Mednicoff Featured on BBC's The World
David Mednicoff (public policy and Middle Eastern studies) was interviewed
by Public Radio International’s The World host Marco Werman following the
October 9th U.S. Presidential debate. Mednicoff noted the historic nature of
candidate Donald Trump’s assertion that he would prosecute his rival, Hillary
Clinton, if elected U.S. president. The full interview is available here. The
World is heard on over 300 stations across North America. 

Schmidt, Kassel Publish New Editions
SPP faculty members Betsy Schmidt and Dave Kassel are the authors of two
new books, both updates of successful prior editions. Schmidt’s Nonprofit
Law: The Life Cycle of a Charitable Organization (2nd edi.) was originally
published in 2011. The new edition covers changes that have taken place in
the legal environment over the past five years and includes new information
on the policy implications of nonprofit regulation. Kassel’s Managing Public
Projects: A Strategic Framework for Success in an Era of Downsized

Government (2nd edi.) first appeared in 2010 and includes several new case studies of interest to
policy audiences. More about Schmidt’s book is available here and additional information about
Kassel’s book is available here.

SPP Fall Faculty Colloquium Focuses on Broadening Network
Organized this year by SPP Interim Director Charlie Schweik, SPP’s annual
colloquium series is showcasing policy expertise from across the UMass
campus. The first two talks, on September 19 and October 3, featured Erin
Baker and Mike Knodler, both faculty members in the College of Engineering.
The next talk, on November 7, will feature David Jensen, a professor in the
College of Information and Computer Sciences. All SPP colloquium talks take
place in Thompson 620 from 12:15-1:15 p.m. Additional information about this
fall’s colloquium is available here.

Wellspring Cooperatives Closes on Purchase of Land for Greenhouse
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Wellspring Cooperatives, an economic development project in Springfield,
MA, co-directed by SPP lecturer Fred Rose, has announced the purchase of
land from the Springfield Redevelopment Authority to build a cooperatively-
owned hydroponic greenhouse in Indian Orchard. Wellspring is close to
completing financing for the greenhouse, with just $75,000 remaining to raise
toward $900,000 in loans and investments. Groundbreaking for the project will
begin soon. The greenhouse, called “Wellspring Harvest,” will join the

Wellspring Upholstery Cooperative, the first business launched as part of the Wellspring project. A
video about the purchase, featuring Rose, is available at MassLive, and additional information
about Wellspring is available here.  

Alumni News:

Gordon Adams (MPPA/MBA ’14) now resides in Los Angeles, where he works with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation as part of its task force on gangs. He recently visited SPP
and talked with current students about his experience as a Presidential Management
Fellow.
Jenn Curtin (MPP ’14) is a program associate with the Gill Foundation, one of the nation’s
leading funders of efforts to secure full equality for LGBT people. Jenn lives in Denver with
her partner Alisa.
Wendy Dagle (MPPA ’14) is program director for Multicultural Community Services of the
Pioneer Valley, Inc. She recently spoke about her experience as a human services
professional at a Food for Thought Lunch, sponsored by the UMass/SBS Career and
Professional Development office.
Frank Nakashian (MPP ’15) is a regional planner at the Division of Capital Asset
Management and Maintenance in Boston, a division of the Massachusetts Executive Office
for Administration and Finance.
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